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Abstract: This article addresses the anticipated use and users of smart energy technologies and the contribution of these technologies to energy sustainability. It focuses on smart grids and smart energy meters. Qualitative accounts given by European technology developers and experts reveal how they understand the final use and social impacts of these technologies. The article analyzes these accounts and compares the UK’s smart meter rollout with experiences from other European countries, especially Finland, to provide insights into the later adoption stages of smart energy and how its impacts have evolved. The analysis highlights significant differences in the likely intensity and manner of user engagement with smart grids and meters: depending first on whether we are considering existing technologies or smart technologies that are expected to mature sometime in the next decade, and second on whether the ‘user’ is the user of smart meters or the user of an entire layer of new energy services and applications. By deploying the strategic approach developed in the article, smart grid developers and experts can give more explicit attention to recognizing the descriptions of ‘users’ in smart-grid projects and to the feasibility of these expectations of ‘use’ in comparison to the possibilities and limits of energy services and applications in different country contexts. The examination of user representations can also point out the need for further technology and service development if some of the envisioned user profiles and user actions appear unrealistic for presently available technologies.
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1. Introduction

This article explores smart technologies, focusing on smart grids—electricity infrastructures that involve the increasing use of information and communication technologies (ICTs)—and smart-energy meters—among the prominent components of smart grids, installed in domestic buildings, businesses, and other sites of energy usage to enable two-way communication between energy suppliers and consumers. We utilize insights from two related social science literatures to examine these technologies and their social impacts. First, we draw upon the sociology of user representations to explore how the designs of smart technologies ‘embed’ specific assumptions about their users: for example, regarding who they are expected to be, what uses these technologies would have, and what the situations of
use will be like. It is important to scrutinize the way in which developers’ and promoters’ discourses about ‘smartness’ shape the ways in which technologies are conceived, implemented, and used. As an infrastructural technology, the smart grid involves various actors at different levels, from energy suppliers to energy service companies, automation analysis software providers, consumers who generate their own energy, and several others. We are particularly interested to explore the different conceptions of ‘the user’ and representations of use across these several layers. Further, the article shows that representations of users in layered smart grid infrastructures vary not only across space but also across time. Users and uses are not constructed once and for all by actors, but evolve across cycles of development and use, shaped by the evolution of energy systems and services in smart energy infrastructures.

Second, the sociology of expectations allows us to place the representations of users alongside broader infrastructural visions—such as energy decarbonization or cost minimization. Expectations are real-time representations of future technological capabilities, and the key concept of expectation work designates those activities—such as pilot projects, simulation models, qualitative scenarios, and cost-benefit calculations—that experts use to bring the expectations about. Once aligned with these kinds of vision, representations of users in smart technologies may become embedded in whole industrial fields. Such user-related expectations have strong potential impacts in coordinating activities and aligning the interests of actors, for example in energy market regulation, standardization, and investment. Hence, they merit the kind of detailed analysis that we develop in the article.

Over the past decade, smart grids have been the focus of major energy investment and infrastructure modernization policy programmes all over the world [1–4]. Energy suppliers and distributors are expected to enjoy major benefits from smart grids and meters through improved energy peak-load shifting, emissions reduction [5], smaller meter-reading costs, and reduced operational expenses [6]. Proposals for ‘smarter’ energy systems sit alongside a great number of other ‘smart’ development projects and initiatives—from ‘smart’ cities to ‘smart’ health—conceived as ways of resolving an increasing range of issues including the impacts of climate change, citizen participation, the ageing population, and ensuring economic growth. These ambitions are evident at the European Union (EU) level and in industrial and developing states, and among various industrial sectors, policy-makers, researchers, and expert circles [7,8].

The needs and contributions of the energy ‘end user’, ‘final user’, ‘consumer’, ‘customer’ (or other related terms) figure prominently in ‘smart’ energy programmes. In EU policy documents, deploying smart grids and metering promises new possibilities for self-managing energy consumption, improved energy efficiency among final consumers, and transition to more consumer-centric energy systems [2,9,10]. Additionally, the United Kingdom’s (UK) smart metering programme, the focal point of our present inquiry, has emphasized consumer protection and consumer engagement with the new smart meters [11]. Recently, it has focused on how households and small businesses might be given ‘incentives’ to accept smart meters voluntarily, such as accurate automatic billing, cost savings, and real-time energy consumption feedback [5,12,13].

Meanwhile, in some countries, people have reacted to and opposed smart-energy meters because of concerns over the protection of their personal data, to avoid information overload, or particularly in the United States (US), health [14]. The Netherlands, the US, the UK, and Canada have seen either anti-smart meter campaigns, lawsuits against smart metering, critical reports by consumer organizations, or motions passed by governments [15]. Events like these relate to the supposed ‘users’ of smart grid technology in various ways. These range from rejecting ‘use’ because of intrusion on the right to privacy in the Netherlands [16,17] to the emergence of networks of counter-experts and democratic contestation, paving the way to health-oriented precautionary politics in California [14].

In this article, we examine these various representations of smart grid users. We pay close attention to the nature of representations of users in smart energy development projects, their likely evolution, and hence the mechanisms by which these projections of future use may eventually affect people’s lives. The article develops Science and Technology Studies (STS) perspectives to address this situation.
More specifically, it examines how STS research on user representations may help to understand the anticipated use and users of smarter energy technologies. By studying these uses and users, we also produce a more subtle understanding of how exactly smart energy technologies might contribute to sustainability in energy systems. To these aims, we draw upon and advance a considerable body of STS research on user-technology relationships [18,19] and the technological, social, and policy assumptions and implications of smart grids and meters [20–30]. The article addresses two overarching research questions:

1. What kind of user-related expectation work is carried out in smart grid projects?
2. What do these representations of users and user-related expectations reveal about the evolving social impacts of infrastructural technologies such as smart grids?

We elaborate our approach drawing on findings from the EU Checking Assumptions and Promoting Responsibility in Smart Development Projects (CANDID) research project. This project explored, inter alia, how European technology developers and experts understand the final use and social impacts of smart grids and smart energy meters. Inspired by an interest in user representation in smart grid projects, our analysis of this data focuses on various ways in which smart grid development experts structure their view of users. While data collection was constrained by the short (12 month) duration of our study, we use cross-country comparison as a ‘proxy’ for studying the evolution of user representations in smart grids over time. The UK’s smart meter programme will be considered as being in an early adoption stage, while experiences from other European countries—Finland in particular—help us to gather insights into the later adoption stages of smart energy and the evolution of its impacts.

This analysis contributes theoretically to the sociology of user representations in complex and long-term infrastructural projects and recapitulates earlier findings on user representation. These showed that there is a range of competing user representations regarding an emerging technology; that the diversity of users and situations of use is reduced to manageable development visions through simplifying user characterizations; and that these representations play roles in the expectation work involved in the development of emerging technologies. Our results also offer the possibility to develop these conceptual tools. In particular, smart-grid user representations draw attention to important new issues in the representation of users in multi-layered infrastructures. There exist vast differences in the likely form and intensity of user engagement with smart grids and meters; differences in whether the representations refer to current smart technologies and uses or to developments that are expected to emerge and become established over the next ten years; and in whether the user is envisaged as the user of smart meters or of an entire layer of new energy services and applications.

The structure of the article is as follows. The first section explains our conceptual position on smart energy technologies, starting from the sociology of user-technology relationships, user representations, and expectations and reviewing initial social science and humanities scholarship on smart energy. It then introduces the CANDID empirical study, presenting it by focusing on key aspects of how ‘users’ become represented in expectation work—to be explained in Section 2—related to smart grids, smart metering, new energy-saving and load-shifting services, and promises of new kinds of energy consumption and self-production—or ‘prosumption’—at the household level. Finally, the conclusion draws out more general implications for understanding user representations and suggests possibilities for further work in research and development of smart grids from the perspective developed in this paper.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Who Are the ‘Users’? User-Technology Relationships and the Sociology of User Representations

The high hopes and fears related to smart metering and smart-grid projects may obstruct a more realistic understanding of how these technologies will be applied and their consequences for various stakeholders. Ideas of ‘smartness’ and its supposed beneficiaries invite us to consider more carefully
how ‘users’—whoever they are—and their ‘needs’—whatever they are—may be met by smart-grid projects. STS scholarship has focused on user-technology relationships for several decades [18,19,31–35] and provides a very promising vantage point for exploring this. STS work on ‘users’ opens up several questions about who or what the ‘users’ of technology are expected to be; how representations of ‘users’ feature in developing expectations that mobilize resources and shape the trajectory of future developments; how designers represent and relate to these ‘users’ and how they understand their characteristics; and how ‘users’ may use technologies in a different manner than designers envisaged and in so-doing may re-shape the design.

Considering the meaning of the term ‘user’, a key contribution of this STS research has been in showing that in empirical sites of technology production the ‘user’ is not merely considered as an identifiable person, but as a conceptual entity relational to the developers of technology [33,36]. This relationality means that researchers and developers tend to represent eventual users during technology design by extrapolating from business models, market studies, consumer panels, co-design workshops, or even just common sense, in the hope that these will ‘bridge’ towards these users [35]. These user representations link multiple modalities of emerging technologies: visions, requirement specifications, models and prototypes, marketing materials and manuals, pilot assemblies, and eventually uses by concrete people in concrete settings [37].

The sociology of user representations [36] examines the processes that lead to particular actor positions becoming embedded or ‘scripted’ into the characteristics of technology [38]. These characteristics concern who the users are, what they are supposed to do with that particular technology, and in what situations. This sociology examines how configurations of users come into being and how they may become accepted, altered, or rejected by eventual adopters [32,39]. Initial concepts characterizing these relationships—such as the concept of ‘script’ in technology or Woolgar’s [38] suggestion that designers seek to ‘configure the user’—targeted relatively discrete and clearly delineated objects, such as solar batteries, computer hardware, or even door closers [32,38]. These mostly featured ‘closed’—i.e., limited and singular—scripts for specific actions rather than ‘open’ scripts and ‘circumscriptions’ that would cater for an unspecified but wide array of possible user actions [40,41].

When considering more complex technologies the notion of a closed script was not sophisticated enough. In such technologies, designers’ ‘configuration of the user’ was rather like a preconfiguration [42]: an expression of how designers might prefer the users to be acting with the technology. Yet, such idealizations were confronted by and merged with various other preconfigurations in users’ settings—from procedures to habits, norms, conventions, and beyond—leading to various ‘reconfigurations’. Moreover, when it came to the influence of ‘smart’ interactive information technologies on users, the configuration process did not play out as a simple one-time contestation but tended to evolve across cycles of development and use, and also to evolve in conjunction with the development of adjoining systems and services [37,39,42,43].

This newer understanding of developer-user relations has been paired with more sophisticated understandings of user representations. One important source of understandings arises from the efforts of designers and developers to develop more effective representations to inform their design and development work [33,37,43]. There is considerable variation as to how specific and detailed the representations are: some are based on clearly delineated user demographics and specific use cases and are typically found in specific application contexts or as clearly targeted parts of larger systems [35,43]. However, in mass-produced consumer goods and services and large systems, the diversity among users increases beyond what can be meaningfully responded to by means of segmentation, need analysis, or product differentiation. A common developer response has been to respond by imputing no longer specific users but simply actions that users would perform with the technology, en-masse [33,43].

Furthermore, STS research on information infrastructure [44,45] has shown that the diversity of potential future users and uses often overwhelms its developers. The risk is that they will roll out what are already (or will soon become) legacy systems. To this end, those involved in building
such information systems have adopted more experimental development strategies that continuously monitor, configure and manage their ‘communities’ of ‘users’ [34,46,47].

However, these user representations are not held only by design teams, and not all end up as features in products. Some user representations circulate among particular companies but may never result in design features [42], and yet others concern whole technology fields [39,48,49]. Konrad [49], for instance, observes how representations of users and the ensuing ‘scenarios of use’ for Interactive TV remained remarkably stable for over a decade around the turn of the millennium, despite considerable technological advances and the surrounding development of Internet technology. Meanwhile, the evolution in e-commerce scenarios of use was so rapid that the producer companies did not even have time to test their adequacy in real-life applications in their race to adapt and shape the visions that drove the overall development of this business field. In such field-shaping efforts, wide arrays of user representations can be purposively cast to have a mobilizing effect on a range of actors in industry and policy [39,49,50].

Williams et al. [39] and Stewart and Hyysalo [51] observed information technology development further, outlining various kinds of layering in these contexts, including horizontal and vertical layering of technologies as well as users, and creating correspondingly layered user representations. First, ICT technologies featured intermediary service providers who assembled component technologies into product and service offerings; intermediate users such as work organizations and bespoke service providers that configured systems for final users; and proxy users who informed the development. Second, the technologies featured several layers: an infrastructural hardware layer of routers, servers, electricity networks, and beyond; a software infrastructure consisting of, for example, Internet protocols, low-level computer software, and operating systems; and various application software that ‘end users’ would mostly be using rather than the infrastructures working ‘invisibly’ at another layer. All these layers would have completely or somewhat different user bases and consequently different representations of their use.

Similarly, unpacking smart grids reveals a large cast of characters. This includes energy suppliers, electricity distribution operators, ‘next-generation intermediaries’, automation analysis software providers, price-comparison websites, energy regulatory agencies, and marketing and promotional actors, and several others are coupled to the promises of smart grid. These promises are shaped by broader infrastructural visions, such as decarbonization and cost minimization. Smart meters are also meant to operate along with other ‘smart’ home technologies, interacting with everyday objects and the Internet of Things, thereby paving the way for standardization, new markets, and business models.

Such visions and field-wide arrays of user representations are part of expectation work that is important in coordinating actors and aligning interests, convincing investors, achieving standardization, and developing regulation. This topic has been addressed within STS work on the sociology of expectations [49,50,52]. Expectations refer to “real-time representations of future technological situations and capabilities” and “wishful enactments of a desired future” [52] (p. 286). By guiding activities, expectations are fundamentally generative or ‘performativ[e]: they not only describe desired future technological and economic situations, but may also partially bring them about, at least for a time [53]. Expectation work refers to the activity—ranging from roadmaps and qualitative scenarios to cost-benefit analyses, pilot projects, and simulation models—that produces these representations of futures in practice.

These insights into the representation of the ‘user’ and expectation work are also directly relevant in thinking about large energy systems and infrastructures [54,55]. In fact, the literature on user representation has been actively employed in making sense of the evolving smart-metering and smart-grid systems.

2.2. Social Science and Humanities Research on Smartness and Smart Grids

In earlier social science and humanities research, an important context of smart grids and smart meters has been seen as the wider drive to make many aspects of our societies ‘smart’. This ‘smartness’
is defined by a certain kind of modernism, meaning increased rationalization and individuality. In these accounts smart grids, their ‘users’, and uses often relate to, for example, projects of smart urbanism, resilience and self-healing of energy systems, integration of smart grids with smart home technologies, integration of digital and non-digital infrastructure, and data sharing among various actors. Studies indicate that smart energy constitutes an entire ‘smart’ ontology that constructs new data-driven relationships between energy producers and users [23]. Smart grids are expected to enable more intelligent management of electricity networks, especially to cope with intermittent renewable energy sources such as wind and solar [56]. Smart grid and smart meters are key in wider transitions to ‘smart’ urbanism [57,58]. At the level of households, smart meters also promise to be central in enabling information flows in the ‘smart’ home [59,60].

Ballo [25] (p. 12) applies the concept of socio-technical imaginaries in order to “explore how actors produce future visions or imaginaries that describe desirable or and feasible futures” in smart grid projects. The Norwegian smart grid initiatives that she studied mainly draw upon two separate ‘visions’ that she labels technological (e.g., adding electricity grids with intelligence, utilizing new data) and economical (e.g., combining electricity grids with a market logic, creating new possibilities of action for energy consumers) that are also nationally bounded. Similarly, a study in Washington State found distinct meanings of the smart meter concept among utilities, academic research and development laboratories, regulators, and technology firms. On different occasions, the smart meter was conceptualized as a tool for economic efficiency, as a democratization project, or as part of a vision of a new machine-governed society, while the necessity of interoperability among the components of the future’s smart grid was also flagged [4]. Other works have used the concept of imaginaries to explore how smart grids also produce visions of very different smart grid ‘users’ [28]. One key expectation has been that individuals’ behavioural changes will be triggered by smart technologies such as smart meters, driven by energy and cost savings [23,61].

Similar ‘preconfiguration’ of certain kinds of user in smart-energy industry standards and energy policies has also received attention [21,62,63]. Throndsen [28], reviewing literature on smart grid research papers, argues that preconfigurations of the residential smart-grid user fall within three wide categories: economic configuration (making ‘users’ more active in an economically rational way); technical configuration (automation of energy consumption and bypassing active forms of use); and social science configuration (comparing visions of imagined users to ‘real’ users, whoever they may be). Coming to very similar conclusions, a study of Danish smart grid experimentation projects discovered three main ‘scripts’ that inform the interaction that these projects expect between household consumers and future smart grids: an economic incentives script, an automation script, and an information and visualization script [64]. At the same time, many social science scholars of smart grids and smart meters have reacted to these types of preconfiguration of the user and their models of rationality by highlighting the diverse and often unpredictable ways in which consumers engage with smart energy, most typically in their homes [22,27,65–67] but also partially as part of wider settings such as residential areas [26].

These are valuable insights especially for understanding why supposed ‘users’ may wish to become ‘non-participants’ in the smart grid, for example in smart-grid demonstration sites [62] or by being not involved in smarter energy services [66]. Yet, these examples and literature call for a more dynamic way of characterizing the relationship between producers and users in smart-grid projects, and more extensive engagement with the sociology of user representations and its importance for the development of complex new infrastructural projects that we have outlined in Section 2. To this end, we build on empirical work on the representation of users and uses in smart grids and smart metering to develop a theoretical contribution to this debate. We advance a new, more dynamic position on user-technology relationships by focusing on the diversity of representations of ‘user’ in smart grid projects, and by highlighting the kind of attention given to ‘final users’ and use among expert participants and project developers. The research methodology for addressing these dynamics
needs to pay close attention to who is an ‘expert’, what they know about the ‘final users’, and how they know them in these projects, as we show next.

3. Materials and Methods

The remainder of this article explores the findings from the CANDID project in which the views of smart-grid and smart-energy ‘experts’ were gathered in order to cast light on the issues discussed above. Our research design was inspired by the method of an ‘extended peer review’, developed notably by Funtowicz and Ravetz [68]. At the core, the extended review method aims at broadening the selection of individuals and groups whose knowledge and experience are consulted to more fully understand research outputs, such as ‘smart grids for sustainable energy use’ [8]. An extended review gathers feedback and comments on a specific problem from practitioners across various groups, including those developing scientific research (normally colleagues or other immediate ‘peers’) and those designing, profiting from, evaluating, sharing, or encountering the products of science in their everyday work or lives.

To accomplish this, we developed a consultation form that contained an extended explanation of the research project followed by ten open-ended questions. Operationalized within the CANDID research group by applying insights from the sociology of user representations and expectations literature, the questions focused on different kinds of user of smart energy; their capabilities and constraints in adopting smart energy technologies; how the design process of smart energy technology takes users into account; protection of their privacy; and possible national variations in smart energy, especially in the EU (see Appendix A for the full structure of the questions).

A pool of 71 subjects was selected to encompass a range of respondents, academics and non-academics as well as engineers and social science and humanities researchers. Our research drew on social scientific interview and survey research techniques but built upon these to go beyond the conventional single-site qualitative study. We wanted to involve social science and humanities scholars as well as engineers in our consultation and also include those advising people on smart meters, information campaigners, and the electricity industries, among many others. While we could reach only a subset of these groups in our sample—with researchers over-represented—the extended review method still importantly guided us to look for insight on smart energy from the views of experts at many relevant layers of the smart grid infrastructure. This aim was fulfilled sufficiently to further this understanding, this vindicating the application of the method.

The project received 21 responses, giving a response rate of 30 percent. All the responses have been anonymized. The subjects were asked for their consent for inclusion before they participated in the study. This protocol was approved by an ethics consultant who was part of the CANDID project. Sixteen respondents were academic researchers on smart technology. The whole dataset has a mix of engineering experts (12) and those representing social science and humanities (9). Outside universities, the experts studied (5) worked for associations (e.g., energy conservation, smart energy campaigns, citizens’ advice) and a consultancy. Men were overrepresented (13 men, as compared with 8 women). Most of the experts were based in the UK (15), which was our main focus, but the materials also contain responses from Finland (2), Austria (2), Italy (1), and Australia (1). To gain further feedback from this extended group of ‘peers’, selected respondents participated in the research project’s one-day workshop, where we introduced our preliminary findings and elaborated them further in a roundtable discussion. We draw upon both the results of the consultation and the results from the workshop discussion, complemented by case examples from European countries, documented elsewhere [17,27,66,69,70].

Our interest in the evolving nature of user representations led us to adopt a particular methodological strategy for data analysis. In the sociology of expectations, extrapolating visions from the current moment is not always particularly helpful per se. Stronger insights arise from tracing the evolution of promises—regarding how they have changed over time, or between various sites of technology such as production and consumption [39,71,72]. The CANDID data, which mainly stems from expert
engagements over one year, does not directly allow a longitudinal perspective. Therefore, as an alternative, we used cross-country comparison as a ‘proxy’ for inquiring into the early and more mature stage of adoption of smart energy technologies. In particular, as mentioned earlier, the UK—from which most of our data originates—is considered to be in an early adoption stage. Other European countries, Finland in particular, was used to derive insights into the later adoption stages of smart energy, based upon the country’s full rollout of smart meters and the new layers of energy services that have emerged because of this.

4. Results

4.1. Layered Infrastructure and Layered ‘Use’: Smart Meter Users or Users of Smart Electricity Services?

In current policy programmes, marketing campaigns, and some development projects, smart meter users have become very central loci of intervention and discussion. Policy pronouncements and promotional materials on smart meter rollouts frequently emphasize that smart grid and smart metering will allow end-users to monitor their energy use and thereby potentially save money. This is expected to apply in (or is at least promoted in relation to) ordinary households. The informants in our study typically referred to these behavioural visions as their starting point. As a representative of a publicity campaign for smart meters expressed it:

Smartness has two components: enabling responsive consumers and near real-time information. It allows you to change your behaviour. It allows you to do things that you couldn’t do before by responding to data, such as refurbish your home’s heating systems you could not do in the same way by using the ‘dumb’ meter.

Two academic researchers who responded also exemplified this premise of putting rational individuals at the centre of ‘smartness’. One of them thought that “people say they want information that they can use, so if they know that they’re spending a relatively large amount of money on say taking really long showers, then they know they can do something about it.” Another concluded similarly: “You could say I’m going to have an intelligent battery that just charges when it’s cheap and then I’m going to spend the electricity later. Then you can think of very smart things.”

A response from Finland differs from these expectations in some respects, though it also shares the key premises on ‘smartness’ benefiting the ‘final user’. A researcher of smart-grid innovations pointed out that the financial benefits of active energy management are mostly for major commercial energy users, such as large retail chains that can shift the time when they use their refrigerators, for example. There is a similar benefit for large companies, for whom relevant arrangements in getting compensated for their flexibility in energy use predate the smart grids by several years. However, current smart-grid devices, smart meters in particular, have in fact shown relatively limited capabilities in changing energy consumption only at that layer of the energy infrastructure. This has been evidenced in countries such as Finland and Sweden that have rolled out smart meters. There, patterns of electricity consumption have remained stable and predictable with little evidence of the anticipated new forms of consumer response. This corresponds with a pertinent finding by sociological studies. Namely, consumers engage with new smart technologies in diverse and often unpredictable ways, with their consumption deeply ingrained in everyday habits most of the time; thus the experts’ faith in ‘rational individuals’ conveys an idealization [22,27,65–67]. That being said, adding ‘smartness’ to power grids is not merely about new forms of consumption for it could also bring about new smarter energy services for these energy users.

Energy suppliers and distribution operators can access a considerable amount of new data from smart meters and apply that to various ends. As our informants envisaged, these include improvements to supply-demand balancing, infrastructure reinforcements, network optimization, planning, and identification of power outages. In the related sector of smart water meters, infrastructure managers anticipate significant benefits arising from more detailed knowledge about water use, improvements in efficiency via reduced consumption, reduced costs, and capturing the variation of water use during
the week and days as part of infrastructure planning [73]. However, infrastructure suppliers could also use the increased ‘smartness’ to offer new added-value services to their customers. One relatively simple and common example is time of use tariffs of electricity that vary according to the hour; this is still consistent with the visions of more rational consumers whose interest is in saving money. More complex demand-side flexibility services might put buffers between energy production and energy use by creating services that automate the switching of tariffs or even steer household appliances in ways largely invisible to the consumers. These expectations of users of smart energy services, rather than just users of smart meters, also have very particular implications for the design of smart-grid infrastructure, as we show below.

In addition to conventional energy suppliers and distribution operators, there could be an opportunity for a host of service providers to use the smart grid to enter the energy supply markets. Developers of ICT systems, or so-called next-generation intermediaries, have already emerged in Finland with its full digital automatic meter-reading across the country (Figure 1). There, a number of new automation and analysis programmes now offer to draw on the data from the smart meters and translate it for the use of consumers in a variety of ways [69]. These include the formation of ‘virtual power plants’ that reduce demand by pooling stocks of households (typically some hundreds or thousands) among whom (invisible) load shifting in use of electric heating and electric appliances can be achieved.

![Figure 1. Potential new energy services via next-generation electricity meters in Finland. Source: [74].](image)

4.2. Differing Time Spans of Benefits: Users of Current Smart Grid Configurations or Users of Future Intelligent Networks?

The difference between present-day users of smart meters and users of emerging energy services leads to a point on different temporalities of benefits of ‘smartness’. It would seem that concerns over how users could save money are mainly represented as important in the early stages of smart meter rollout. As the smart grid infrastructure evolves, however, new differences could emerge between the users of the current smart grids and the more flexible users of future intelligent energy networks.

Rather than merely seeing them as optimizing their energy use, the representation of smart grid users was tangled up with broader infrastructural visions, technological developments, and associated issues. The informants anticipated that peak consumer demands in electricity will become an increasing problem. For example, with the adoption of electric vehicles, the population of drivers arriving home at the same time may strain the electricity grid. Similar problems, but on the generation side, were seen to arise from the transition to renewable energy sources (e.g., wind and solar) where output is intermittent depending on weather and season and often difficult to foresee, creating issues for supply-demand balancing as well as for maintaining stable electricity grids. Altogether, a whole
chain of policy problems and visions could shape the importance of smart grids for society over the coming decades. The head of an energy institute in mainland Europe explained this policy dynamic:

We should ask though why decarbonization is so important. Decarbonization is following the top priority of addressing climate change. Here we have an important driver for decarbonization itself. The other key issues in the decarbonization target of the European Commission and at world level include the environmental aspect of pollution, so several new countries are deciding one after the other a switch off date for gasoline cars. The main driver here is not climate change but environmental issues, in order to prevent the consequences of having polluted cities.

These policy priorities put particular strain on the infrastructure of the electricity grid to withstand unpredictability in supply and demand. The informants thought that smartness offers a key pathway for minimizing the risk of outages and inadequate service. Smart grids thus are not merely meters added with ICTs, but as one researcher working in Austria put it, they “are intelligent grids that are made to be stable—the aspiration of electrical engineering is avoidance of faults and of excessive production or consumption.” The users of these future intelligent networks will obviously be very different from the users of current smart grid configurations, particularly those restricted to just having smart meters. Evidently, a number of new roles are available for the future smart grid ‘users’ across the energy supply chain (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. New and existing roles in smart energy frameworks. Source: [75].](image)

4.3. Differing Perceptions of What is a Smart Grid: Everyone is in a Grid or Specific and Differentially Impacted Groups of Users?

At this point, there is a blurring in the smart grid concept between suppliers and customers, as indeed, potentially everyone is a ‘user’ of ‘smartness’ in the future’s more intelligent energy networks. In these scenarios, smart energy services are not necessarily meant for just affluent populations, for example those owning electric vehicles, ground heat pumps, or ‘smart’ homes [63]. Smart grids can, but do not necessarily have to, follow upon the earlier logics of liberalization, where energy markets were segmented so that those willing to pay can be offered higher-quality infrastructure services [76]. Smart grid infrastructures do not inevitably lead either to reinforcing differences or to equalization. Indeed, our respondents had no single view on these issues. To some respondents, it seems, variations of service were inherent in all liberalized provisions. Other informants recognized the potential ‘sorting’ of customers
as an issue and reflected on it extensively, suggesting new forms of knowledge and interventions that
could help to understand specific and differentially impacted groups of users.

While our respondents often spoke about different industrial ‘users’ of smart energy, in the
majority of cases, when our informants mentioned the ‘user’, they actually meant final users such as
households, individuals, or in some cases, energy-using communities. Many of our experts also wanted
to pursue specific work to identify their needs and build a ‘bridge’ toward achieving them. Their
concept of the ‘user’ clearly changed in explaining this issue: away from the abstract diagrammatic
idea of the user in the two-way web of smart energy systems, to associating users very closely with
‘real’ flesh-and-blood people, drawing upon their socio-demographic and attitudinal characteristics
such as type of household, age, region, income, consumer interest, trust and risk perception, and even
their vulnerability. An economist who had run public workshops on this topic in the UK summed up:

I think a factor might be consumers’ interest towards reducing their bills, however it was
when we did public workshops for example on that, people don’t see the trade off in terms
of higher electricity bills versus flexibility that they need to create.

Another recent focus group on smart meters discovered that consumers are positively predisposed
to demand-side management and smart technologies in general, but, at least without first-hand
experience from smart energy services, reluctant to accept automated systems if they are controlled
by energy suppliers [77]. Not only could such socio-economic variables explain smart metering use
and acceptance, but also the protests against them. At least according to one informant, such protests
are shaped by “the feeling in the local community” concerning infrastructure projects rather than
opposition to the dangers of technology as such.

There have been long-term attempts within industries to comprehend the needs of energy
consumers: energy supply companies engage in market research that aims to segment customers, and
to identify their interest in different products and their preference for billing models that are also linked
with their acceptance of ‘smartness’. Indeed, in temporal terms, many of our subjects suggested that
such conventional knowledge still shapes smart energy innovations: Namely, users are brought into
the smart energy development at a late stage, where they can tweak functionalities but not thoroughly
change designs [27]. This tendency can be reinforced by the fragmentation of roles and responsibilities
in liberalized energy supply and distribution [54]. Thus, meter manufacturers have little direct contact
with end users. As a representative of meter manufacturers told us:

Making smart energy meters often has little direct relation to energy end users in their homes.
First, the manufacturers do not sell smart meters directly to the public. The end users, for
their part, will be very rarely looking directly at their energy meter even if it is a ‘smart’
meter. The meter may be placed under the stairs or other difficult locations to see. There are
other companies making In-Home Displays (IHDs) and apps on the phone for these smart
meters. They do engage in market research. There have been a few companies that both
manufactured meters and the IHD for it but in the UK’s next Smart Metering Equipment
Technical Specification (SMETS) 2.0, no companies are present that do both.

The ‘active and rational consumer’ is at once at the centre of many smart grid programmes; yet,
as this quote suggests, the research on smart energy services is only done by select organizations.
How much do we know about these ‘active users’ and what other metaphors might inform smart
development projects?

4.4. Varying Certainty of User and Technology Representations in Different Parts of Smart Grids

The anticipated ‘users’ of smart technologies fall within a wide range, including many intermediaries
between ‘producers’ and ‘users’. In this fashion, the umbrella term ‘user’ masks a range of emerging
interests, from households to microbusinesses, new energy service providers, consumption aggregators,
price comparison web sites, and even the energy systems operators themselves. However, the kinds of
‘user’ that benefitted most directly, according to our informants, were professionals including electricity suppliers and network operators, meter manufacturers, ICT companies, and other intermediaries. Benefits to consumers for ‘self-managing’ energy were anticipated, but also sometimes markedly difficult to evidence with certainty.

According to our respondents, this matter could be resolved by long-term research that seeks to understand better the end-users and uses of energy more generally. Our research informants suggested that the possibilities that people will see in smart energy technologies are shaped by the types of housing stock in different regions, the access to infrastructure (especially Internet connections, although interestingly not required by smart meters in the UK), lifestyle-based choices, household economics, and even the very fact that it is not just individuals, but often every person in a household who affects energy choices. One technical researcher thought that more knowledge of energy consumption in the household could even expose new conflicts in the family. In a recent study, anthropologists showed similarly how new home displays of smart meters in Norway and the UK brought complex social dynamics into being, “regarded as an ally by those members most concerned with saving on household electricity consumption by providing objective evidence of costs linked to specific practices” [67] (p. 13).

Vulnerable customers who have difficulty in paying their energy bills pose further questions to the smart energy infrastructure along these lines. Low-income people, especially those experiencing fuel poverty, have much to gain by reducing their bills, but our informants recognized that they will need very specific support to make use of the smart-meter information. As a researcher of smart-energy innovation pointed out, low-income people “often struggle with so many other problems that this is not their main priority.” Building a bridge between preconceptions about ‘users’ and actual situations of use requires dedicated work in cases like this. Many ways to iterate between technologists and ‘users’ were suggested in our materials: for example, sending field agents to low-income families to discuss their budget management or creating special ‘energy offices’ that translate the ideal of money saving into the contexts of management of energy consumption at home.

With examples such as this, the aspiration of understanding the ‘user’ has taken almost a full turn from the infrastructural visions and promises that started our analysis. It seems that while smart projects envisage diverse ‘users’ of smart grid to be anyone at all, they also tend to discover their very variability and how well technology designers have understood the different conditions of use. Yet, even when developers address these issues, they are still ‘representing’ the user in a certain way that remains open to further discussion. For example, we would claim that even in this case, the developers and experts assumed the ideal of active, rational consumers; that is why they believed that financial counseling of residential consumers will help address problems with fuel poverty. Smart grid developers could pay explicit attention to recognizing these kinds of descriptions of the ‘user’, their underpinning assumptions, and also ask whether they correspond with the kinds of energy services that the smart grid can offer in the future, as we discuss next.

4.5. Metaphors of System Evolution: Active, Rational Consumer or Routinized User of Optimization Services?

For a number of years, social scientists have argued that the ‘rational consumer’ or ‘resource man’ envisaged by many smart development programmes conveys an idealized image [23,67]. We now know that relatively few people may have the interest or the capacity to analyze their energy meter readings all the time or very frequently in their everyday lives. We also know that householders experience infrastructures as part of their everyday life, relating to various social practices, ingrained habits, household technologies, and socio-cultural contexts of daily life [78,79]. Considering these contexts, persuading users to become more active participants in ‘smartness’ tends to be time-consuming, and some informants found appeal in innovations that partially sidestep these issues and automate energy use: for example, by letting an autonomous agent switch residential energy tariffs.

A developer of such automation said that it is an essential element in smartness, notwithstanding the few exceptional individuals who are willing to give constant attention to their energy usage. “I think you have to have automation where you have that sort of variability. . . . With the increased
complexity of variable use, variable tariffs, you have to have the corresponding automation.” As this example shows, automation offers a more plausible way for users to control electricity use. Rather than imagining a domestic consumer who checks prices all the time, it could provide a space for consumers to deliberate about the kinds of price/service trade-off they would like, for example delaying their use of household devices, or consenting to an energy tariff switch that was, as such, decided by autonomous software. Stepping away from the restricted focus on micro-decisions may also allow more space for providing information on other aspects that interest people in energy issues: such as the source of electricity or volumes of energy trade across national borders. Automation then does not simply mean that the end users become disinterested in energy. Indeed, studies have shown that some smart grids ‘users’, especially innovative ‘lead user-consumers’, have considerable capability to stimulate industry-wide innovation and articulate the social and societal responsibility relevant to energy markets [27].

In any case, whether designers focus on active and rational consumers or try to support routinized users of optimization services has important repercussions for the evolution of energy systems. Many of the current ambitions, such as more or less real-time measurements of energy consumption, are not possible with today’s smart energy meters that measure energy by a 15-min or 30-min interval. If the ambitions are to be reached, then, this means future systems should be designed in a way that allows for information to be gathered in much finer detail than before: for example, via new devices called submeters, which allow for nearly real-time readings. This would enable suppliers to gather data about consumers, but also involve consumers to generate more nuanced demand-side responses to the signals that they receive from their meter. As a technologist explained, however, enabling consumers’ demand-side responses does not only need “fast and reactive” real-time measurements, but also energy providers gaining access to the final appliances at home so that they can partly control them. Such solutions have been tested but are not available on the mass markets. These considerations show that an emphasis on the directly active and rational consumer has to be paired with one equipped with smart systems that measure and control energy use down to the detail of final appliances, potentially requiring relatively sporadic active engagement.

This development could, however, open up privacy and data protection issues. In the example of the Netherlands, lawyers deemed that smart meter readings more frequent than every 15 min infringe the European Convention on Human Rights [70]. Additionally, the access of network operators, suppliers, and third parties to smart metering data triggered public opposition there [17]. A researcher of smart systems in the UK agreed on such concerns by noting that “there is a lot of personal information that one can get from a smart meter so they’re absolutely right to be worried about the privacy of it.” As another researcher of smart technologies noted, protests belong to democratic contestation and can bring these kinds of issue to the fore: their key value is “getting something into the agenda or calling attention to something.”

In contrast, an emphasis on the routinized users of optimization services has different implications for the evolution of the energy system. This focus includes consideration of energy sources—especially intermittent renewable energy—but also the electricity distribution system where the ‘smartness’ is envisaged to provide major changes. In this case, smart grids and smart meters will themselves act as infrastructures for demand response and optimization services in the future. This means that, for operators, service providers, ‘third party intermediaries’, utilities, and developers, the focus should be on the interoperation of smart grids and other infrastructures and linking the abundance of new data from smart meters to advances in the expanding systems by ICT developers, who our respondents saw as significant drivers of smart energy developments.

Altogether, the expert considerations in country contexts that do not as yet have two-way metering systems in place resemble the past discourse in settings such as Finland where remote real-time control of both heat and electricity is already possible. Experts in these countries—indicated at least in Finland as well as Norway—see the future quite differently by now. The major thrust appears to be that home energy consumption is and will remain highly routinized and that smart automation systems will not
primarily operate by way of decision systems that offer price signals and expect people to respond. Such information guidance is likely to feature as one part of the service. However, we could think of examples where it will remain reserved for informing consumers about the rare extremely high peak energy prices (tens or hundreds of times the average). Otherwise, they will proceed by two to five preset programs by which the energy consumption of the household is organized (such as ‘no constraints’, ‘week day pattern’, ‘max load shifting’, ‘away’), between which consumers switch via control panels and cellphone apps [69].

4.6. Cui Bono? What Can Early Assessment Assert About the Harms and Benefits of Smart Grid Projects?

In current debates concerning the spread of smart meters across societies, a key concern by social scientists has linked with questions posed by the sociology of user representations and the sociology of expectations. These issues are related to the manner in which the ‘user’ is envisaged in smart development projects and to the kind of industry-wide expectations of ‘uses’ that give shape to these representations. Recently, one main concern in this respect has been that smart metering should be ‘socially’ integrated into everyday life, to avoid causing potential resistance when it is not ‘socially’ integrated enough and leading to a need to inquire more closely into how users and use are conceived [80]. As a way of counter-argument, public campaigns on smart meters have drawn upon independent surveys [81] to measure consumer acceptance: for example, to indicate almost all the population, such as in the UK, are aware of smart meters, the majority of whom would recommend smart meters to their peers, with many of them expecting to get a smart meter soon [82]. In these ways, the meters are ‘socially’ integrated into everyday life insofar as, according to surveys, they would be accepted by the population to accomplish that.

The two arguments are obviously different. However, they share one key assumption about evaluation: what happens is an early assessment of the harms and benefits of smart meters as they are being rolled out, whether this is done by social science analysis of policy programmes or large-scale consumer surveys. This premise is indeed very helpful especially for understanding the user-technology relationships in currently existing smart meters and smart grids. If smart grids and smart meters will rather become an infrastructure for a host of future intelligent optimization and other services, then it might not yet be fully known who will ‘benefit’ and who will ‘lose’ from them.

Whereas certain problems may recede into the background (for example, those predicated on creating rational, interactive consumers), others may intensify (such as concerns with privacy and human rights). Therefore, as in any other large-scale system and infrastructure, room should be preserved for the user representation to evolve along with technological advances and experiences from early assessments. Early in the European smart meter rollout, a report to the European Consumer Organisation BEUC argued that in order to avoid technological lock-ins, “beyond information to consumers, which is necessary but not sufficient, we suggest that consumers should be allowed to experiment different configurations of the smart meters while still in the process of invention.” [83] (p. 2). This insight into learning and the co-evolution of technological innovations, users, and uses remains very relevant today.

Researchers and policy-makers pursuing smart grids might develop concepts and analyses of how such user representations evolve alongside the smart grid infrastructure and its multiple potential uses, and how these have played out in countries where smart grids are already further developed. In so doing, they might also keep a close eye on how that affects the risks that opponents of smart grids and meters claim to be inherent in these technologies.

5. Discussion

By studying smart grid development projects and drawing upon insights from the social science and humanities as well as the experience of experts working in these fields and ICTs, we can now bring forward a number of views that take these issues further.
This article focused on how smart grid development projects represent the ‘user’ of smart-grid and smart-metering technologies. We showed that there are varieties of ‘user’ of smart grids in such projects, only some of them conventional ‘final users’ such as households. Energy suppliers, electricity distribution operators, automation analysis software providers, price comparison websites, smart homes, and others are linked to the smart grid promises, themselves shaped by wider visions about decarbonization and cost minimization. Yet, in the majority of cases, the experts involved in the CANDID research still envisaged the user—often a household—as actually the ‘final user’, or as a person in the fuller sociological meaning. In different ways, this user was expected to become more active than the current largely routinized energy consumers are and motivated to save money and energy by using smart technologies, or even becoming a more active participant in energy provision altogether.

At this point, smart systems encounter a difficulty about which social scientists know much, including those in our study and many energy experts in industries and governments. The problem corresponds to the ‘users’ and uses of most large-scale infrastructures, as exemplified by the Internet [44]. In a system that envisages connecting anyone who uses energy—in practice, millions of consumers—it is very hard to know what each ‘user’ needs and to tailor the offered system to these [7]. With these issues in view, energy industries and manufacturers have needed to ‘produce’ different ‘supposed’ users, thus helping them to design, produce, and market their products. In contrast to what is sometimes assumed, these analysts are not merely suggesting that all these ‘supposed’ users be replaced with input from ‘actual users’ or ‘real users’. As Hyysalo and Johnson [35] argue, such a move could restrict choices in the human-centered design of technology. This article developed a theoretical perspective for opening up user-technology relations further and applied it to study the developers of smart-grid infrastructures.

Working from these perspectives, we observed a number of the features identified in earlier work on the sociology of user representations to be at play with smart-grid development as well. These include discovering a range of competing user representations in an emerging technology; observing that developers reduce the complexity of these representations through simplifying user characteristics; and noting that user representations are not mere abstract exercises but play important roles in the expectation work of mobilizing resources and support as well as for developing emerging technologies such as smart grids and smart meters.

Beyond this, smart-grid user representations draw attention to a set of new issues in how users are represented in emerging and multi-layered infrastructures:

1. The likely intensity of users’ engagement with smart-grid technologies varies considerably: at the one end of the spectrum, users draw on smart technologies to carry out limited optimization of their energy usage; at the other end are ‘prosumers’ who actively optimize their own production, storage, and home energy use and transit electricity themselves.
2. There is a significant temporal difference: the represented user could be expected to engage with currently existing smart-metering solutions, or with intelligent optimization software and services that are envisaged to be in place once the smart grid is mature sometime in the 2020s.
3. These differences find their corollary in whether the user is seen just in terms of the smart meter (and perhaps supplemented by visualization tools), or more comprehensively through the adoption of further layers of services and applications.

Many of these representations would entail a dramatic increase in the presumed rationality of users. Others are compatible with the concept of the routine consumer who chooses a contractual regime that determines how much optimization and demand-response takes place and how often s/he can switch between preset options. This latter representation also includes consumers who are motivated in part by saving money—they are just doing it in very different terms from the envisaged active users. However, we add an important caveat to these findings. These ‘preconfigurations’ of ‘the user’ capture important aspects of active decision-making and habits as part of the user-technology
relationship. They might be less sensitive to the experiences of those users and public that become resistant to the capacities of the enrolled technologies. Examining these issues further may require a shift in terminology, from ‘user’ or ‘consumer’ to ‘citizen’, ‘right holder’, or ‘public’, in future studies.

All of the above has significant implications for understanding how adequate our conceptualizations of the smart grid user are, and also how well we are able to assess the eventual impacts of these technologies. If one asserts that the smart grid consists primarily of added remote metering, the root image would veer towards the active and rational consumer who is busy optimizing energy usage and planning. On the other hand, if one projects that smart meters are only the infrastructural basis for arrays of optimization and demand-response services to come and are likely to feature considerable contract and service variety, the images of represented users change. The range of users grows much wider and use becomes potentially more voluntary, subject to service contracts purchased from new markets. The eventual impacts on people are likely to evolve, reflecting pertinent regulatory and technological decisions made over time. Importantly, this provides room to learn from the manifested impacts so that adverse effects can be remedied, with the strong points of smart-grid technologies being capitalized on both in regulatory regimes and in digitalized service development.

6. Conclusions

Understanding what the different representations of ‘users’ are—and where the boundaries of these supposed uses lie—provides important input for designing smart energy systems and discussing how ‘responsible’ these innovations are likely to become for different users and toward other societal actors. Concerns over the inadequacy of merely introducing remote sensing and two-way provision technical capacities to the existing networks need to be taken seriously. On the basis of analyzing user representations of smart grids, we have argued that such limited functioning of smart grid infrastructures is not likely to be the end-state of their evolution and appears not to be the desired state. This situation calls for a systematic exploration of optimization and demand-response systems that would bring wider and different arrays of benefits to different consumer segments.

To steer the development of smart grid infrastructures and associated evolving user representations, infrastructural evolution should also be periodically monitored from the point of view of the various consumers. Such anticipatory assessment might usefully include monitoring for developments that veer towards partisan or unduly narrow models of infrastructural operation, service provision or ownership, and give balanced attention to disbenefits and harms as well as benefits sought earlier on. Policy-makers, innovators, and researchers pursuing smartness could explore evidence from the varying experimental development strategies in different contexts and countries that, for example, seek to grow systems incrementally by solving current demands and attending to future needs. Such long-term periodic assessment and steering strategy has been practiced within constructive technology assessment [84] and in the management of radical innovations [85]. If coupled with systematic consultations in different country settings, they could fit particularly well with the governance of smart grids that is being developed in somewhat different configurations in many settings for a foreseeably long time.

By deploying the strategic approach developed in this article, smart grid developers and experts could give more explicit attention to recognizing the descriptions of ‘users’ in smart grid projects. They could ask what level of engagement is expected of these ‘users’, and how feasible these expectations of ‘use’ are in comparison to the possibilities and limits of existing, or future, energy services and applications. Conversely, examination of user representations can highlight the need for further technology and service development if some of the envisioned user profiles and user actions appear unrealistic for presently available technologies. Smart-grid user representations clearly indicate the need to move beyond smart meters and focus development efforts for further layers of services available for differently oriented consumers. These descriptions of the ‘user’ should not be assessed just once, but periodically updated as development projects evolve and the related smart technologies mature. Cross-country comparisons, which we have started to conduct in this article, would provide critical input to these assessments, helping to discover previously overlooked representations of ‘users’ by drawing
on contexts where the smart grid is configured very differently. Much research and development work remains to be done in understanding the emerging usage, services, regulatory choices, and implications of smart-energy technologies from these perspectives.
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**Appendix**

*The Structure of the Consultation Questions*

1. Who do you see as the most important potential kinds of user of smart grids and smart meters? Please provide a list.
2. For each of these users, can you detail how you think they might use these technologies and what would be their main benefits and limitations?
3. Do specific kinds of users have difficulties to access the potential benefits of smart grids and smart meter technology? Why?
4. Do you think that some users are reluctant to adopt smart grids and smart meter technologies despite having access and being aware of their potential benefits? Please, give us some real case examples if possible.
5. Does the notion of ‘smart’ have different nuances between different kinds of users: for example, ‘savvy’ users such as citizen initiatives or the quantified-self movement, or consumer groups advocating more consumer-led smart energy developments? Do these conceptions differ from or resemble those of smart device manufacturers or energy companies?
6. Which needs are driving smart energy developments: for example, ‘technological push’ from the ICT industry, the electric power generators and distributors, or the needs of energy users?
7. Are users usually involved and do they participate in designing these technologies? How?
8. What advantages and disadvantages may user involvement bring for designing smart energy technologies?
9. ‘Smartness’ raises crucial questions about the protection of fundamental rights and values like privacy, data protection, and autonomy. Anti-smart meter campaigns, lawsuits against smart metering, consumer organization critiques, and motions against smart meters exemplify these problems. Do you think these objections have made designers and policy-makers reconsider and modify their projects? Please provide details of any examples where you think this has happened.
10. How do expectations about the users and uses of smart energy technology differ across countries, for example in different EU member states?
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